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WELCOME!
I  A M  S O  E X C I T E D  T H A T  Y O U  A R E  H E R E !

I am delighted to welcome you to The Signature C.E.O. Conference

which brings together a diverse group of dynamic entrepreneurs

in the creative industry. 

Over the next few days you will have an opportunity to 

engage an educational experience that supports seasoned 

professionals and emerging entrepreneurs. You will be able to 

 connect with one another to cultivate your CEO mindset, share

similar passions, or even problems in an incredibly empowering,

motivating, judgement-free, self-expressive atmosphere.  

Our Expert Speakers are thought leaders who will inspire new 

ideas, strategies and perspectives, focusing on the most relevant

solutions business leaders can immediately implement in their

companies and community. Through a combination of

educational sessions and meaningful networking opportunities,

the conference will highly engage YOU with new and innovative

thought-leading best business practices that define success, while

creating leadership skills that help to continue to build YOUR

creative community.

The world of entrepreneurship is an exciting and an ever-changing

market, and The Signature C.E.O. Conference strives to meet and

bring inspiring people together in forums like this, to ensure that

you and your business remains at the cutting edge and conquer

SUCCESS! 

So let's get ready to maximize profits, be in control of our business,

become proficient leaders, elevate and ensure stability for our

businesses, and to adapt new business intelligence that will allow

us to soar in our industry!  

Are you ready for THE BLUEPRINT 2023!

Cheerfully,

Founder

The Signature C.E.O. Conference •  www.thesignatureceo.com

Perfect Planning Events  •   www.perfectplanningevents-dc.com



@SIGNATURECEO

@PERFECTPLANNING

@THESIGNATURECEO

@PERFECTPLANNINGEVENTTSDC

@THESIGNATURECEO

@PERFECTPLANNIN2

@THE-SIGNATURE-CEO-CONFERENCE

@TARA-MELVIN-EVENT-PLANNER

REGISTER FOR TSCEO 2024

"Branding is your fundamental promise of whom you serve, how you make
them feel and what’s different about how you deliver. Marketing is how
you get this message out there once you have defined it."

www.THESIGNATURECEO.com

#TSCEO2023    #THEBLUEPRINT2023

$900 OFF
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Candice Coppola
Erica Powell
Julie Logan

9:00 AM
Open Remarks

9:15 AM
GENERAL SESSIONS:

Candice Denise
Tatiana O'Hara
Ndidi & Folasayo Ayoola

12:20 PM
Networking Lunch
(Activity)

1:25 PM
GENERAL SESSIONS

4:30 PM
Closing Remarks

5:30 PM TO 8:30 PM
ELEVATE WELCOME PARTY
The Garden ALX (offsite)
5380 Eisenhower Ave Suite C
Alexandria, Virginia
(Business Casual Attire)
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Akeshi Akinseye
Jordan Kentris
Eddie Babbage
Nadia S. Anderson, CPA

8:15 AM
Open Remarks

8:30 AM
GENERAL SESSIONS:

Dr. JeFreda Brown
Chip Dizard
Aisle Planner Board
Room Segment

12:30 PM
Networking Lunch

1:35 PM
GENERAL SESSIONS

4:30 PM
Closing Remarks

4:45 PM TO 6:00 PM
Champagne Reception
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Tara McMullin
Kunbi Odubogun
Tammy Dickerson
Aleya Harris

8:15 AM
Open Remarks

8:30  AM
GENERAL SESSIONS:

Breanna Aponte
Jamie Kutchman
Wynne
Terrica

12:30 PM
Networking Lunch
(Activity)

1:25 PM
GENERAL SESSIONS

4:45 PM
Closing Remarks

7:30 PM TO 11:30 PM
THE BLUEPRINT GALA
Westin Alexandria
(Cocktail Attire)!

AGENDA
A R P I L  1 1 - 1 3 ,  2 0 2 3
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CANDICE COPPOLA
CANDICE COPPOLA

What is data mining and how you can use it in your creative business 

Five strategies to get into your ICA's head and understand their thought process 

Nine key ways to use this data in your business

TOPIC:  The Power of Data Mining To Grow Your Business

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

What if you could get inside your ideal client’s heads and understand better what they *really* want

from you? It's a lot simpler than you think. And you have all the information already at your fingertips.

During this session, Candice will help teach you a simple but powerful method of data mining that

will help you realign your offers, market with strategy, build a better client experience, and even sell

out your next launch.

ERICA POWELL
ERICA POWELL & CO.

Designing the foundations to scale and becoming a leader in your industry

 Understanding the top challenges most business owners face when scaling a service business

The steps to take to rise above the hustle and enjoy your life along the journey to success

TOPIC:  The Blueprint to Scale Your Success

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

Scaling a service business has a unique set of challenges. Unlike products with a fixed profit margin,

we can’t assume that closing more clients will mean we’ll be more successful. As a service business

owner herself and coach to many industry-leading service business owners, Erica will share the

secrets behind scaling service businesses to 100k+ months in sales, without the burnout-inducing

hustle. Learn her favorite strategies to scale your business more gracefully than ever before.

JULIE LOGAN
JLOGAN BUSINESS SUPPORT SERVICES

Understanding Business/Supplier Diversity in corporate America

The value of diverse certifications & how to become certified as a diverse owned business

Tier 2: How to target corporate clients/large corporations

TOPIC:  Diverse Certifications: Understanding the Value & Benefits... Is your business
Certified? 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

Are you a diverse business seeking growth and new opportunities with corporate clients? Is your

business certified as a "diverse owned" business? Learn more about what it means to be a diverse-

owned business and how to gain access to programs, webinars and more to propel your business with

corporate clients. #growthopportunities
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https://www.jloganbizsupport.com/


CANDICE DENISE
CD CREATIVE LOFT

Best tactics for stay mentally well while running your business

How to fill your cup in the midst of your busy days

Building in Badass Business Boundaries 

TOPIC:  The Key to a Sustainable Life Starts with a Sustainable You

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

Showing entrepreneurs the importance of taking care of themselves in order to take greater care of

their teams and business overall. The true key to your businesses success lies within how successful

you are at making your self care a daily priority.

TATIANA O'HARA
TATIANA O'HARA

Identifying clear roles for each member of your team 

Creating metrics to measure and track success 

How to communicate like A players 

Increasing buy in from your team members

TOPIC:  Maximizing Your ROI with Your Team

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

In this session we will pull back a few layers of your operations and how you may be currently running

your team. Increasing return on investment with your hires can create more confidence in your

leadership, your team, and greatly improve your results. What if you could have an autonomous team

that cared deeply about the work they do, communicated clearly, met expectations, and took

ownership over their results? It’s a lot more realistic than you may think!

FOLASAYO AND
NDIDI AYOOLA
ODA CREATIVE

The relationship between your business and your brand

5 criteria needed to have a good business

3 steps for building a strong brand for your business

TOPIC:  Act like a Business, Think like a Brand

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

Business? Brand? What’s the difference and why does it matter? Here’s the bad news: Simply growing

your business does not automatically grow your brand. Here’s the good news: Once you understand

the dotted line between running a successful business and building a successful brand, you can

better scale your business, grow your brand and unlock opportunities. In this presentation, we’ll share

how being intentional about your brand strategy helps you go beyond running a good business.

Would you like to know more about how you can strengthen your business so that it can thrive in

both good and bad times? If so, this one is for you.
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TARA MCMULLIN
WHAT WORKS

Consider the systemic issues that can make funding a business difficult

Use 3 factors—price, volume, and capacity—to experiment with increasing cash flow

Analyze the cash flow in your own business to identify opportunities for growth

Discover how prioritizing cash flow can make it easier to uphold your values

TOPIC:  Go With The Flow: How Managing for Cashflow Creates Opportunities

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

If it takes money to make money, how do you go about getting that first influx of cash? Loans, credit

cards, and startup funding can be difficult to access—especially if you’re part of an underestimated

group. But cash flow is available to everyone! When you manage your business for cash flow, you don’t

get stuck on big “bottom line” numbers. You see how money moves through your business and sell,

spend, and reinvest accordingly. 

KUNBI ODUBOGUN
LEGALLY SET

The importance of establishing boundaries in your client relationship 

How to legally enact these boundaries 

How to enforce these boundaries 

How to navigate client disputes 

TOPIC:  How to Train Your Clients (Legal Systems for a Successful Client Relationship)

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

Enforcing boundaries and processes with your clients can be a daunting task. In this presentation,

Business Attorney Kunbi Odubogun discusses the importance of establishing boundaries with your

clients, and how to train your clients into staying within those lines .

TAMMY DICKERSON
TBG EVENTS

Major differences in corporate versus social events.

How and where to network other corporate peers. 

Learn how to prepare your team for this new space. 

The key to proposals, contracts, budgeting with corporate clients. 

How to effectively communicate with corporate clients

TOPIC:  The Blueprint to Mastering Corporate Events

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

Are you ready to take on Corporate Clients? Do you know what it takes and what is your competitive

advantage? Planning and executing successful corporate events is no simple task. It takes a

knowledgeable planner with a keen understanding of this niche market. One who can guide their

clients through effective concept, planning and execution. If you are looking to transition to or take on

more corporate clients, join Tammy and learn valuable strategies on how to navigate your business in

this expanding field. 
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BREANNA APONTE
L.EVATED BRANDS

Get clear on your brand focus 

Establish a strong brand identity

Batch shoot your social media content 

Revamp your Instagram to target your ideal client 

Develop your page layout and post strategy 

Using reels to grow your following

Create captions that matter

Automate your social media calendars

TOPIC:  Insta-Makeover: Social Media Made Easy

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

At the age of 19, I dropped out of college and started my first successful business by utilizing proper

branding and social media strategies. 10 years later, I have been able to help hundreds of creatives,

entrepreneurs and professionals L.EVATE their brands and businesses with my famous “Insta-

Makeover” service. I’m super excited to share my tips and tricks for giving your audience the best first

impression and working smart, not hard to grow your online presence. As CEO’s we balance a lot of

different hats. My goal is for your to scale your business while protecting your peace and showing the

world what you have to offer! 

ALEYA HARRIS
FLOURISH MARKETING

Define the problem you solve for your clients, so they see your company as the irresistibly perfect

solution. Use proven recalibration techniques to go beyond the surface and discover how your

approach puts you in a league of your own. 

Learn how to realign your products and services around the problem you solve, your unique

essence, and the deep desires of your future clients. 

Develop your radically authentic, clear, and compelling one-liner. Finally, have a central statement

your entire team can use to communicate what you do. Your ideal clients will find working with

you a no-brainer.

TOPIC:  Answer the Money Question: "Why would I choose you over your competition?"

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

Most business leaders don’t know how to position their company as a one-of-a-kind problem solver,

so they repeat the slightly modified marketing language of their competitors. Unfortunately, these

well-intentioned copycat techniques mean the clients they crave can’t tell them apart from the

businesses below or above them on the Google search engine results page. That next big deal will

keep scrolling. 

In this session, Aleya Harris will teach you how to define the problem you solve, showcase your

approach to solving it better than anyone else, and reveal the transformation you create for your

clients. By the end of the session, you will effortlessly answer the money question: “Why would I

choose you over your competition?” instead of struggling to differentiate yourself. Discover the

financial abundance hidden in problems, unearth your power as a problem solver, and close your

dream clients without stumbling over unclear messaging.
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JAMIE KUTCHMAN
WYNNE
MARIGOLD & GREY

How to Manage Communications During a Crisis, Both Internal and External

How to Coach Yourself and Your Team Through a Crisis: Mental Health, Perseverance,

Transformation

Practical Ways to Protect Your Business: Backup Plans, Insurance, Redundancy

TOPIC:  No Pressure No Diamonds: Turning Business Disasters Into Blessings

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

Through telling my story of a significant building fire at M&G in 2019, I will explain how weathering

this crisis made me a better business owner and a better person and better brand. I will emphasize

how attendees should avoid shying away from crisis when it arrives, but instead, face it head on and

be mindful of the long-term benefits that it can bring. I will offer suggestions for the right mindset

along with practical ways to protect your business.

TERRICA
TERRICA INC.

Identifying different types of clients and their mindsets 

Discovering the transformation 

Revealing wants and must-haves Key responses for negotiation starting points 

Tactics clients have already learned and how to make them work for you 

TOPIC:  The Art of Negotiation: Operating for Profit not Pressure

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

Clients will often approach you with assumptions and expectations of your pricing and service based

on their interpretation of the experience. While not always rooted in reality, it becomes the basis on

which they start their research and inquiries. In this session, we will explore the different mindsets of

clients, what their responses to you really mean, and how to use this to secure the sale without losing

profit or your sanity. 

AKESHI AKINSEYE
KESH EVENTS

#1 mistake people make with personal branding 

How to create your personal brand identity. 

How do you become known?

Your personal brand strategy

Monetizing your personal brand

TOPIC:  Building, Growing and Monetizing your Personal Brand

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

A personal brand is built around you, your personality, your lifestyle, and your interests. A strong

personal brand will boost your business tremendously, add value to your business brand, attract new

clients, get you press features and more. When you successfully position yourself as the go-to person

in your industry, you gain major exposure for your business, build trust with the people you love to

serve and generate more revenue.

This session will help guide you with key strategies to build, grow and monetize your personal brand.
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JORDAN KENTRIS
A GOOD DAY INC.

The first steps you need to take to adapt your online presence to mobile users. 

Why—and how—you need to change your inquiry form ASAP. 

How the rise of mobile users impacts the destination wedding market.

TOPIC:  Tech Optimization & Strategies to Reach Your Ideal Client

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

As smartphones and cellular-enabled tablets transform the way people consume media and brand

messaging, smart marketers are tracking behavioral patterns to determine the best way to reach

prospective customers on any given device. A mobile-friendly website isn’t enough; you must

understand how your leads interact with your content between devices to meet their needs. In this

session, Jordan outlines the key differences between mobile users and desktop users, and how to

effectively attract and work with each.

EDDIE BABBAGE
TIMELINE GENIUS

Discover the most important tech trend affecting your business

Develop the right tech mindset for success as a CEO

Learn how to set up your ideal tech stack (the easy way)

Discover a tech insider tip to quickly master the software your business needs

TOPIC:  Harnessing the Power of Tech

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

In this presentation, Eddie Babbage, CEO of Timeline Genius and host of The Wedding Industry Insider

podcast, will help you take your tech game to the next level. Drawing from his experience of building

3 tech companies, he will cover powerful topics ranging from tech history and trends to

implementing your ideal tech stack. This will be a bootcamp for harnessing the power of technology

for your business.

NADIA S. ANDERSON, CPA
THE ANDERSON ACCOUNTING &
ADVISING GROUP

Different types of business debt,

When to approach a bank to borrow money, and

The tax implications of borrowing money and paying it back.

TOPIC:  Borrowing to Build: A Case for Business Debt

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

Unpopular opinion: debt free is not always the way to be! Even in an economic climate with rising

interest rates like we’re experiencing today, borrowing money can help you make more money in your

business. I’ll share personal stories and client anecdotes to illustrate a few key scenarios when debt

financing was the key catalyst for growth.
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DR. JEFREDA
BROWN, DBA
XARIS FINANCIAL SERVICES

Develop an understanding of financial literacy and its critical importance during times of

uncertainty. 

Learn the difference between finance and accounting and how to incorporate both into your

business for growth and sustainability. 

Learn about various personal and business financial resources and tools and how to use them

effectively. 

Develop an understanding of the importance of holistic personal financial planning and learn what

this looks like for entrepreneurs. 

Learn how technology is impacting financial planning and how to not get left behind.

TOPIC:  Financial Planning for Creatives

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

As we saw in 2020, many were caught off guard by the coronavirus pandemic and were not

adequately prepared financially. In this session, attendees will receive specific financial education that

will help them become better prepared for the future. This session will provide attendees with insight

about various aspects of both personal and business finance. Attendees will develop a solid

understanding of the importance of good financial management and financial planning. Attendees

will learn about readily available financial management and planning resources and tools that they

can use. Additionally, attendees will learn about changes in finance that will impact their personal

and business finances and how to prepare for the changes. Attendees will leave this session with

strategies that can be easily and immediately implemented to see progressive, positive changes in

their personal and business finances.

CHIP DIZARD
CHIP DIZARD STUDIOS

To understand the different types of video content and how they can be repurposed effectively. 

To learn the benefits of repurposing video content and how it can improve overall content strategy. 

To explore the tools and techniques used to repurpose video content, such as editing, transcribing,

and reposting. 

To understand how to measure the success of repurposed video content and identify areas for

improvement. 

To learn about best practices for repurposing video content, such as making sure the content

remains relevant and appealing to the target audience.

TOPIC:  7 Ways to Repurpose or Reuse Longer Video Content

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

Identify core message: Start by defining the main message or key takeaway from the original

video. 

Crop/Edit video: Cut down the length of the video by selecting only the most relevant portions that

communicate the core message effectively. 

Focus on visuals: For short form video, visuals often speak louder than words. So, prioritize visual

elements that help convey the message. 

Add captions: Provide text overlays that summarize the main points or reinforce the core message. 

Add background music: Adding background music can make the short video more engaging and

memorable. 

Optimize for social media: Consider the social media platform you're publishing on and optimize

the short video accordingly. For example, use vertical video for Instagram/TikTok YouTube Shorts

and widescreen video for Linkedin 

Repurpose the video into different formats such as animations, memes, or quotes to reach

different audiences. Key Summary: By following these steps, you can effectively repurpose your

existing video content into short form video that delivers your message in a concise and impactful

way.
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Welcome to our Virtual Store of Special Offerings of 
Products and/or Services from our Speakers.

WWW.THESIGNATURECEO.COM

VIRTUAL STORE
Products and Services offered by Speakers
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Welcome to our Virtual Store of Special Offerings of 
Products and/or Services from our Speakers.

VIRTUAL STORE
Products and Services offered by Speakers



thethe
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(Thank You to Our Sponsors)(Thank You to Our Sponsors)
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We thrive on creating buzzworthy and immersive experiences to exceed your expectations.
F U L L - S E R V I C E  E V E N T  P L A N N I N G  &  P R O D U C T I O N

WWW.PERFECTPLANNINGEVENTS-DC.COM











TSCEO2024

PROMOTIONAL
INCENTIVE

$900 SAVINGS FOR 3-DAY REGISTRATION!
Expires April 30th at midnight

2024 Regular Rate $2500

WWW.THESIGNATURECEO.COM





www.thesignatureceo.com

www.perfectplanningbytara.com

The Signature CEO Conference is produced by


